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by researchers to tease out some answers in a methodologically and
theoretically demanding field.

Pennypacker and lwata, also behaviour analysts from the United States,
provide an unusual paper that tells how women were successfully trained
to improve their techniques of breast self-examination (BSE) in a group
study in which women palpated models of breasts and the breasts of volun-
teers. Subjects improved their rates of lump detection after the training
phases. Another study was cited showing that the search pattern adopted
by women during BSE could also improve detection rates, circular or radial
patterns being less effective than parallel tracking. The second author's
affiliation is given as Mammatech Corporation of Florida. Presumably this
indicates, for those behaviour analysts who are budding businessmen in this
time of commercialization of academic know-how, that there is scope for
such applied work by skilled practitioners.

Other topics dealt with in the book include the use of DRL schedules
to study infant behaviour in time (Pouthas), the role of naming in stimulus
equivalence (Dugdale & Lowe), reasoning and associative learning (Hall),
temporal markers in French texts (Bronckart), the interaction of physiol-
ogy and behaviour (Adam et al.), and a look at the problem of AIDS from
a behavioural perspective (Bayes).

In summary, then, in spite of appearing to be an odd mixture, this book
is worth attention by those students seeking to find out what has been
going on in behaviour analysis. However, I would like to add a request to
the convenors of the European Meeting on Behaviour Analysis, and the
subsequent selectors and editors of books publishing its proceedings: that
they use less all-encompassing and more limited titles which tell readers
directly what lies within the covers.

L.J.V. BAKER
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This book provides real insights into the quandaries that face a compuh-
tional neuroscientist. The book is divided into two parts. The first; longer,
part reviews what is known about the olfactory system, starting from the
biochemistry of olfactory receptors and the problem of defining odour
primitives (the olfactory equivalent of line segments in vision), through
anatomy, the visualization of neural activity, possible bases for collective
neural oscillation, plasticity during development and learning, and ending



with behaviour. Each of these chapters has been written with application
to computational modelling in mind. Some of them contain considerable
computational analysis themselves (notably the chapter by Ketchum &
Haberly on oscillation and dispersive wave propagation in olfactory cor-
tex). In the second part of the book we see how the results described in
Part 1 can be used in the construction of computational models. Here,
however, difficult decisions are faced. The goal of this type of computa-
tional modelling is explanation. In order to make an explanatory model,
we need to decide how to simplfy and be selective about what is included
in the model. What we select and how we simplify can, however, profoundly
affect the model's behaviour and its testability. The difficulty of these
decisions is amply demonstrated in Part 2, in which four model systems
are described. All the models take different starting points and result in
different and sometimes contradictory inferences about olfactory pro-
cessing.

My emphasis in the rest of the review is on the second part of the book.
My aim, however, is to show how important the empirical work covered
in the first part is in assessing the validity of these models--computational
neuroscience and the study of artificial neural networks are different enter-
prises.

All four models share the assumption that olfactory processing proceeds
on a discrete "sniff-by-sniff" basis and share the goal that on each sniff
the complex pattern of receptor stimulation must be mapped onto a gener-
alizable parallel-distributed representation of an odour object. The models
differ greatly in their physiological realism and complexity. By comparing
these models, we can see the trade-offs between computational simplicity
and biological plausibility involved in computational neuroscience.

Wang, Buchmann, and von der Malsberg address the segmentation and
binding problem of representing multiple simultaneously present objects
(be they olfactory or visual) in distributed coding systems. They show how
simultaneously present objects may be discriminated in an auto-associative
network if, instead of being represented as static patterns of activity in a
network, objects are represented as oscillating patterns of activity. Con-
stant phase relations between units in the net then serve to differentiate
objects. This model is far removed from the details of the olfactory system.
It does, however, show that if the olfactory representation is based on
auto-associative principles (a moot point), then simple temporally averaged
activity patterns may be unrevealing to study.

Granger, Staubli, Ambros-Ingerson, and Lynch describe a more bio-
logically realistic model, but one that stil l shares a great deal with artificial
neural network models. They start by considering input from the lateral
olfactory tract into the olfactory cortex. The role of spatially localized
inhibitory connections with the cortex is particularly important in this



model. The result is an essentially feedforward system, with competitive
learning governed by local inhibition and learning dominated by adaptation
of afferent connections to the cortex rather than intrinsic connections.
When this system is embedded in an adaptive feedback loop to the olfac-
tory bulb, the resulting system makes finer and finer classifications of a
stimulus with each discrete circuit of the loop. Tests of the model's implica-
tions are, to my mind, equivocal. Behavioural tests support the learned
clustering of similar odours that the model predicts (although a caveat
about neophobia is in order), but other quite different models might pro-
duce the same classifications. A direct anatomical intervention breaking
the feedback loop between olfactory cortex and olfactory bulb fails to
produce the predicted breakdown in hierarchical classification (although
other feedback pathways were spared, so the test was inconclusive).

The model developed by Bower is more anatomically realistic; it repres-
ents olfactory cortex with rich intra-cortical connectivity and inputs from
the lateral olfactory tract, both modifiable by a Hebbian learning
algorithm. This model behaves as an auto-associative network capable of
learning to produce consistent responses to particular stimuli and of limited
generalization of the stimuli producing those responses. When combined
with a series of assumptions Bower makes about the nature of olfactory
stimuli, from which he infers there can be no small fine-tuned set of olfac-
tory primitives, these behaviours imply that unambiguous odour classifica-
tion cannot be achieved by the olfactory cortex without additional con-
textual information. Bower's model is also at odds with Granger's over
predictions about the sparseness of cortical activity, the spatial clustering
of cortical response patterns to similar odours, and the hierarchical class-
ification of these odours.

A return to Part I of the book fails to resolve the differences between
these two models. Three chapters in Part 1 address issues relating to the
existence of odour primitives. The evidence laid out for us suggests that
odours may indeed be represented in the olfactory bulb in terms of topo-
graphically organized primitives. The detailed structure of this organization
is, however, unknown. This difficulty in determining what constitutes a
realistic input to a model makes behavioural testing of models very un-
certain. The difference in relative emphasis on localized inhibition between
the models is fundamental in producing qualitatively different types of pro-
cessing of those inputs. Both models are, however, reasonably faithful 1o
the anatomical circuitry described in the first part of the book; what might
differentiate them is a more statistical treatment of olfactory anatomy.

In general, the first part of the book suggests that perhaps there is more
to olfactory processing than the spatial activity pattern mapping performed
by the two models discussed above. Freeman's chapter addresses the
problem of discovering more complex spatio-temporal forms of coding.



His model treats the collective activity of local groups of neurons as the
fundamental building block of a system. The model does not map so in-
tuitively onto simple notions of neural network behaviour, but it is
impressive in its testability. It is comprised of a set of spatially distinct
channels, each modelled as sets of coupled non-linear differential equations
(which include some spatial linking terms; the equations are not described
in detail in this chapter, the reader will have to use the references to find
such details). The fact that such a complex system produces dynamic
behaviour with relatively few degrees of freedom, which mimics observed
EEG data from the olfactory system, indicates the importance of dynamic
cooperativity to neural activity in the olfactory system. Freeman hypo-
thesizes that as expectancy drives the global pattern of activity away from
a chaotic regime towards a phase transition to one of a number of much
more regular patterns of activity, a selection of one of these patterns is
made. It is well known in physics that very small perturbations of a system
can be greatly amplified at phase transitions. In the model correspondences
between activity in even very small numbers of bulbar cells stimulated by
an odour and a learned odour pattern can send the whole olfactory system
into a very particular spatio-temporal activity pattern. The very complexity
and sensitivity of this model makes it very testable at a cellular level; nine
different tests that could invalidate the model are listed.

Edited collections are often too fragmentary, but this book works as a
whole. In this review I have emphasized the models discussed in the second
part of the book. What makes the book so satisfying, however, is the
presence of so much evidence in Part 1 that allows us to assess these
models. The combination of empirical and theoretical chapters makes the
book attractive to those interested in computational neuroscience in
general, not just to specialists in olfaction. It is, however, far from being
an introductory text-some prior knowledge of basic principles of artificial
neural networks and neuroscience will be required to get the most out of
this very stimulating book.

R.W. KENTRIDGE


